Summary (150 words)
and imaging data, and suggests forward modeling as an effective way to understand differences between Introduction Electrophysiological recordings ('ephys') and calcium imaging offer distinct tradeoffs for interrogating 23 activity in neural populations. Ephys directly reports spiking of neurons with high signal-to-noise ratio, 24 temporal fidelity, and dynamic range, but typically offers access only to a sparse subset of relatively active 25 time ( d). This latent variable was pushed through a non-linearity, F(c), with a non-linearity sharpness parameter (k), a half-activation parameter ( %/" , corresponding to the half-rise point of the nonlinearity) and decay times measured for neurons expressing GCaMP6s were longer than those expressing GCaMP6f Figure S4A ). Consistent with the difference being produced by the slow decay kinetics of GCaMP6s, there 189 was little difference between the fraction of right-and left-preferring neurons in the 6f-TG data (p > .05 for 190 both cell types). In line with these results, we found that the forward model accounted for the drop in 191 multiphasic neurons presented in the previous section ( Figure S4C) . These data show that the spike-to- activity (Cunningham and Yu, 2014) . Data visualization and analysis are often performed after truncating 199 the decomposition after a few components. We found that the contribution of different sources of variance 200 to the first principal components diverges between ephys and imaging. Accordingly, truncation of PCA in 201 the first few principal components can lead to a qualitatively different PCA decomposition of neural activity 202 between ephys and imaging.
with the caveat that the fraction of variance in the first two principal components was reduced too much 218 ( Figure S5) .The spike-to-fluorescence model captured the qualitative differences between ephys and 219 imaging, but overestimated the increase in variance in the first two principal components (Figure 5A-C) .
220
Population activity history affects instantaneous decoding differently in ephys and imaging 221 Decoding analysis relating population activity to behavioral variables is widely used in systems 222 neuroscience (Ganguly and Carmena, 2009; Harvey et al., 2012; Huber et al., 2012; Wei et al., 2019) . Such 223 analyses typically relate the state of population activity at a given time point to a behavioral variable of 224 interest, such as behavioral choice. We performed decoding analysis to predict either trial type or the 225 current behavioral epoch from population activity. Decodability of trial type in ephys increased earlier (one-226 tail t-test, p < .001), but saturated at a lower level (one-tail t-test, p < .001) than in calcium imaging ( Figure   227 6A). Spike inference models, the MCMC framework in particular, partially reduced the delay of the rise of 228 decodability but overestimated the decrease in decodability yielding lower performance in delay-response 229 epoch than the ephys data ( Figure S6) . Both observations were recapitulated by the S2F model (delay: 230 one-tail rank sum test, 6s-AAV, p < .001, 6s-TG, p < .001, 6f-TG, p < .001; enhancement: 6s-AAV, p < .001, 231 6s-TG, p < .001, 6f-TG, p < .001; Figure 6B-C) . The counterintuitive result of higher decoding accuracy in 232 imaging for matched population size is explained by the long decay time of slow calcium imaging. The long 233 integration in calcium imaging causes instantaneous decoding on imaging to be equivalent not to 234 instantaneous decoding on spiking data, but to decoding on a more time averaged variable. Such a choice 235 is advantageous when a larger proportion of the selectivity is stable, as was the case in ALM sample and 236 delay selectivity (Li et al., 2016) . Consistently, decoders built on ephys that incorporated a one second 237 integration time were more accurate than instantaneous ephys decoders and as accurate as slow indicators 238 ( Figure 6D) . The delayed increase of decodability was also explained by the forward model. GCaMP6f, 239 with its reduced signal to noise, yielded less accurate population decoders (Figure 6E ; spike inference 240 measure, Figure S6 ).
241
For different decoding analyses such averaging can reduce accuracy. For instance, the neurons that can 242 be used to decode trial-type change substantially between the delay and response period, i.e., the patterns 243 of population selectivity are typically dynamical themselves. To test the interaction of these dynamics with 244 calcium indicators, we trained decoders to distinguish the current epoch in the task from the pattern of 245 neural activity. In ephys (Figure 6F) we observed a rapid decrease of the probability of activity to belong to 246 the previous epoch following a change in behavioral epoch, along with a sharp increase in the probability 247 of belonging to the current epoch. In contrast, in the calcium imaging data such changes tended to be 248 delayed and gradual, even for the fast calcium indicator (Figure 6G) . This effect was also recapitulated in 249 the synthetic calcium data from the S2F model ( Figure 6H) . In other words, at the change of a behavioral 250 epoch, the asymmetry of fast rise times and long decay times in calcium indicators yields calcium imaging 251 signals that are a mix of the decaying profile of activity in the previous epoch and the newly activated profile 252 of activity elicited by the response epoch.
253
Population dynamics is temporally dispersed in calcium imaging
254
Neurons show temporally complex responses, even in simple trial-based behaviors (Brody et al., 2003; Li 255 et al., 2015) . These spike rate changes are critical for an understanding of neural circuit models of neural 256 computation. Our analysis revealed a qualitative difference in the dynamics between populations recorded 257 by ephys or imaging: a dispersion of the apparent dynamics. That is, the spike rates recorded in ALM 258 peaked at transitions between behavioral epochs ( Figure 7A ) (Li et al., 2015) . In contrast, in the calcium 259 imaging data, peaks of fluorescence were delayed and jittered, causing a more sequence-like appearance distributed neural activity ( = % ") ):
) 5 267,9 s = 0.71 ± 0.07, 6f-TG ∆F/FSynth; Figure 7DE ). Using the forward model we found that the degree of delay 270 in the peak response is dependent on interactions between multiple factors including the assumed temporal 271 and non-linear parameters of the indicator, as well as the absolute value of the underlying firing rate ( Figure   272 7FG). Here, spike inference algorithms were able to partially undo the difference between imaging and 273 ephys, yielding a reduction in the temporal dispersal ( Figure 7H) . Similar overall results were obtained with 274 different metrics for the sharpness of the maximum-activity-time distribution relative to a uniform distribution, 275 such as the Kullback-Leibler divergence.
276
Similar analyses on single neuron and population activity properties were performed on ephys and imaging 277 data from the primary somatosensory cortex with qualitatively similar results ( Figure S7 ).
278

Discussion
279
Calcium imaging using fluorescent protein sensors is a powerful method for recording activity in large 290 Petreanu et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2012) . Electrophysiological recordings report neural activity with high 291 temporal precision but have limitations of their own. Ephys recordings have a bias towards large neurons 292 with high spike-rates. In addition, the process of transforming raw recordings into spike times associated 293 with individual isolated units, i.e., spike sorting, can introduce artifacts such as merging spikes from different 294 neurons.
295
Although calcium imaging and ephys are often used almost interchangeably, the quantitative effects of the 296 differences between ephys and imaging on measures typically used in system neuroscience have not been 297 evaluated in a systematic manner. By comparing activity recorded with electrophysiology or imaging from 298 the same circuit during the same behavioral task we showed that the different recording methods can lead 299 to diverging results. On the level of single neurons, the proportion of neurons with specific response 300 properties and different dynamics of selectivity differs between calcium imaging and ehpys. At the level of 301 neuronal populations, we find diverging results for the content of population activity variance (trial condition 302 differences being the main source of variance in imaging while temporal dynamics are the main source of 303 variance in ephys), the relation of population activity to behavior, and the overall pattern of population 304 dynamics. Spike inference algorithms only partially recovered the difference between ephys and imaging 305 across the multiple metrics considered in this study ( Figure S8B) . Notably, we find large neuron-to-neuron 306 variability in the inferred parameters of a forward, spike-to-fluorescence model. Such variability coupled 307 with the large heterogeneity in firing rates and temporal patterns makes correctly solving the inverse experiment counterpart of a neuron's ephys responses. Such a model takes into account the specific imaging properties by sampling randomly from the varying parameters of the spike-to-fluorescence 313 transformation.
314
Im-phys.org -a website for more detailed comparison ephys and imaging
315
We presented an extensive dataset with three calcium indicators, extracellular and intracellular 316 electrophysiology and multiple models. However, a research paper still represents a small distillation of all 317 possible analyses. We developed an online resource, im-phys.org (http://im-phys.org/ Figure S8) with three 318 goals. First, the website allows analysis of all combinations of dataset and model, to evaluate the scenario 319 that is most relevant to particular experiments. Im-phys.org allows spike inference algorithms to be 320 systematically tested in real use case scenarios, i.e., not just testing recovery of any aspect of the patterns 321 of spike rates but rather testing the impact of performing spike inference on undoing differences in specific 322 metrics extracted from ephys and imaging ( Figure S8B) . Second, we hope that other groups will share 323 data, models and analyses to allow more general comparison of ephys and imaging data. Im-phys.org 324 allows submission of data that can be incorporated into various comparisons that are displayed on the 325 website, controlled through UIs. Though few labs have matched ephys and imaging datasets, many labs 326 have one or the either. Our resource can serve to aggregate and combine these datasets, as well as find a 327 best match from an imaging to ephys dataset ( Figure S8A) . Third, im-phys.org is linked to a github 328 repository containing the analyses code, models (S2F and F2S), and related data. These allow to use or 329 analyses and models on data without sharing it through im-phys.org
330
Differences between interrogating population activity by ephys and imaging affect data-driven 331 models 332 Differences in metrics of population activity between calcium imaging and ephys not only complicate the 333 research literature but can result in the divergence of models used to understand the underlying data. Most 334 population models, whether models in which the single units are modeled in more biophysical detail or more 335 abstractly, are still highly reduced in the way they treat population heterogeneity. As such they often rely 336 on dimensionality reduction of the recorded data to define the aspects of population activity the model is 337 meant to capture. We found substantial differences between ephys and imaging data in application of PCA, 338 and the truncation of the data after a few important data components can further amplify differences. In 339 extreme cases one may be left with subsets that differ dramatically across imaging and electrophysiology.
340
The amplification of difference by dimensionality reduction is relevant not just for modeling of the data, but 341 more generally when generic forms of dimensionality reduction, such as PCA, are used early in the analysis 342 pipeline to improve signal-to-noise ratio (which is important given the limited duration of typical behavioral 343 experiments) for subsequent analysis, such as population decoding. Dimensionality reduction can be hard 344 to avoid when analyzing large datasets (Cunningham and Yu, 2014), but can be modified to be less 345 sensitive to known issues.
346
Going forward
347
Going forward, the discrepancies between ephys and calcium imaging can be reduced by improvements in (Abdelfattah et al., 2019; Adam et al., 2019) . At the level of experimental design, when population activity 357 in a given behavioral epoch involves fixed dynamics, such as settling to a steady state or consistent ramping, smaller discrepancy between the number of multiphasic neurons in ephys and 6s-TG data when the from electrophysiological recordings, an effort that should become easier as neurophysiology probes
Overall our results highlight the importance of a deeper understanding of the transformation imposed by 366 calcium imaging. The fact that our model was able to reproduce differences between the recording methods 367 suggests that additional data and associated analysis methodology developments could potentially better 368 address quantitative comparisons between analyses of population activity performed from imaging or ephys 369 data. The online resource we built allows researchers to better understand how the discrepancies we 370 observed would be relevant for the circuit and recording method of interest. More quantitative interpretation 371 of calcium imaging and full utilization of all its advantages will require investment in ground-truth data sets 372 and new statistical approaches. We hope this study and our online resource will catalyze this crucial effort. 
Electrophysiological and imaging population activity recordings
401
We used two sets of data from loose-seal electrophysiological recordings and imaging from GCaMP6-402 expressing neurons in primary visual cortex. In one set neurons were transduced with 6s-AAV and 6f-AAV (Figure 3C, S2A) . We computed ROC curve as the probability if the peak fluorescence changes after 1 417 (insert panels) or many APs (Figure 3E, S2C) can be detected at certain threshold comparing to baseline Since ALM spike rates in ephys vary over a larger range than the spike rates in the primary visual cortex 436 these parameters may be underconstrained. Accordingly, we followed an alternative strategy to choose 437 these parameters for a given neuron. For each neuron, after assigning the rest of the parameters, we 438 transformed the spike trains to calculate the phenomenological calcium variable c(t). We then estimated 439 the nonlinear parameters for that neuron by calculating the values that would best transform c(t) to the 440 fluorescence dynamics of any neuron in the imaging dataset. For all neurons we were able to find matches 441 with Spearman correlation higher than 0.7 between mean dF/F and mean synthetic dF/F. The parameters 442 inferred in this process recapitulated the correlation structure of c1/2 and k found in the data (Figure S3D) .
443
Given the short timeframe over which baseline activity was recorded before each trial started, we extended 444 the pre-trial period by simulating a Poisson spike train for the unrecorded time between trials with a constant 445 rate equal to the baseline mean activity.
446
To relate this model to previously studied models, Equation 2 max to clarify the relationship to other models); 5 is the baseline (Figure S3G, left) . the condition in which their activity was higher (Figure 2IJ) . Ramp-down (ramp-up) were defined as neurons 471 that have activity that is greater (less) in the baseline epoch compared to the delay epoch (paired t-test, p 472 < .05 across trials). Note that ramp-down cells were excluded from the analysis of peakiness (Figure 7) . 
495
We tested the ability of neuronal population activity at different times to discriminate the behavioral epoch 496 by using a four-class LDA (Figure 6F-H) . We defined the latency of neuronal response to behavioral epoch frame vary from 0.1 Hz to 5 Hz (spike trains generated using Poisson process).
512
Distributions of measures
513
For S2F 
613
Firing rates were normalized to maximum of activity across both conditions. Neurons were first divided into 614 two groups by their preferred trial type then sorted by latency of peak activity. B. Same plots as A but for 
618
Datasets shown left to right (from left: ephys, 6s-AAV, 6s-TG, and 6f-TG respectively). D-E. The same plots 619 as B-C for synthetic imaging (6s-AAV synthetic, left; 6s-TG synthetic, middle; 6f-TG synthetic, right). F.
620
Example cells with peaks at a similar time in ephys (left; mean activity, thick black line; sem, shaded area; spike inference models. Left: the same analyses as that in Figure 2I , but performed on inferred spiking data 707 obtained via the MCMC framework; right: the same analyses as that in Figure 2I, Differences between ephys and imaging are likely to depend not only on the analysis and indicator, but also 732 on the underlying dynamics which change from one brain area to the other. We analyzed a second group 733 of matched population recordings, obtained from primary somatosensory area (S1) rather than ALM. We 734 find that differences in some analyses were no longer present, but others remained. We find that the fraction 735 of multiphasic neurons in S1 was far smaller than that in ALM (n = 1/55, ephys; n = 4/719, 6s-AAV; p < .001,
736
" test) and there was no significant difference between the fraction of multiphasic neurons observed in 737 ephys and imaging (p = .801, " test). Our forward model correctly predicted this lack of change (p = .674,
738
" test between imaging data and synthetic imaging data). Similarly to ALM data, trial type variance 739 dominated the first principal component in imaging but not in ephys and population decoding was 740 substantially delayed in imaging relative to ephys. 
745
Each bar is broken into the contribution from trial-type variance (blue), time variance (red) and other (yellow). 
748
that the experiments with 6s-AAV had a slightly shorter delay period, hence the difference in location of 749 dashed lines. Since 6s-AAV synthetic is derived from ephys it has the same trial structure as ephys. A. Top, schematic of our community resource that can allow datasets acquired by different labs to be found 754 in one location and matched in analyses. Bottom, schematic of combining different analyses with different 755 datasets on im-phys.org. B. Schematic of using im-phys.org to predict values (metric distributions) expected 756 for different population analyses from datasets acquired by different techniques through use of a variety of
